Actin and amphiphilic polymers influence on channel formation by Syringomycin E in lipid bilayers.
The bacterial lipodepsipeptide syringomycin E (SRE) added to one (cis-) side of bilayer lipid membrane forms voltage dependent ion channels. It was found that G-actin increased the SRE-induced membrane conductance due to formation of additional SRE-channels only in the case when actin and SRE were applied to opposite sides of a lipid bilayer. The time course of conductance relaxation depended on the sequence of SRE and actin addition, suggesting that actin binds to the lipid bilayer and binding is a limiting step for SRE-channel formation. G-actin adsorption on the membrane was irreversible. The amphiphilic polymers, Konig's polyanion (KP) and poly(Lys, Trp) (PLT) produced the actin-like effect. It was shown that the increase in the SRE membrane activity was due to hydrophobic interactions between the adsorbing molecules and membrane. Nevertheless, hydrophobic interactions were not sufficient for the increase of SRE channel-forming activity. The dependence of the number of SRE-channels on the concentration of adsorbing species gave an S-shaped curve indicating cooperative adsorption of the species. Kinetic analysis of SRE-channel number growth led to the conclusion that the actin, KP, and PLT molecules form aggregates (domains) on the trans-monolayer. It is suggested that an excess of SRE-channel formation occurs within the regions of the cis-monolayer adjacent to the domains of the adsorbed molecules, which increase the effective concentration of SRE-channel precursors.